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University Politicians Prepare for Elections
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Board Sets
Incorporation Awaits Board Action Central
DeadlineonPetitions
Murphy and Warden Release
By-laws of Current Proposal

Meet the Winnahs!

Pomajevich Gets Petitions List
“Chief Push” Job 892 Signers

For Campus Offices

Candidates Must File Before April 13;
For Revision Prospective
Miller Will Prevent Electioneering at Polls;

ASMSU President Must Get Approval From Central
And Store Boards Before Subject Goes
To Campus Convocation Vote
By-laws for incorporation of ASMSU were released yester
day by President Peter Murphy and Merritt Warden. Murphy
will present the by-laws first to Central board and Store
board for approval and then at a convocation for final stu
dent approval.

Joe Pomajevich, Missoula, was
named Chief Push of next year’s
Foresters’ ball at the Wednesday
meeting of Forestry club. Poma
jevich has played tackle on the Simmons to Get Names,
Grizzly football team for three
Resolutions Asking
years.
Faculty Vote
Club members cast primary votes
for next year’s officers and set “By noon yesterday, 892 stu
May 1 as a tentative date for their dents had added their names to the
annual spring hike.
petition to the faculty for volun
tary ROTC,” stated Roger Hoag,
Jeffers, chairman of the commit
tee for voluntary ROTC. “Copies
of the petition will be collected
this afternoon and presented to
President George Finlay Simmons
to be referred to the faculty,”
Hoag said.
The petition is part of a cam
paign to secure a faculty vote re
garding voluntary military train
Anthropologist to Teach ing at the university.
“No legislative or federal action
Courses at Montana
is necessary," said Hoag, “as this
This Summer
is not a land grant or military
school.”
Dr. Harry Turney-High, eco Copies of resolutions in favor
nomics and sociology department of voluntary ROTC, passed by stu
chairman, will return for the 1938 dent organizations, also will be
summer session at Montana, he furnished President Simmons.
has informed Dr. G. D. Shallen During the past week resolutions
berger, director of the session. for optional drill have been adopt
Turney-High is now on leave as ed by the Student-Faculty coun
professor of anthropology at Tu- cil, the International Relations
lane university.
club and the Maverick club.
Dr. Turney-High will teach
courses in anthropology and eco
nomics. He studied at Staunton
Military academy, Columbia uni
versity and Wisconsin university,
traveling during his anthropologi
cal studies in Central America,
Morocco, France, Spain, Hawaii,
China and Japan. He has pub
lished many articles on his work.
His most recent study is the eth
nography of the Salish Indians of
Montana.
The Montana summer session
will have 14 visiting professors in
addition to the regular faculty.

Turney-High
Plans Return
To University

Shaw to Prepare Voters Lists

Deadline for filing petitions for campus offices will be 4
o’clock April 13, Central board decided at a special meeting
Wednesday. The board also planned an introduction convoca
tion with no speeches, appointed supervisors of polls and ar
ra n g e d for selection of tabulators.

Charles Miller, Aber day man
Rise of Hitler
ager, will devise some means for
preventing
near the
To Be Subject polls, the electioneering
governing body said.
Stanley
Shaw
was
appointed
Of Convocation arrange a qualified voters’ list toof

At the convocation, if approval Wilkinson Wins
is gained, students will adopt a
resolution to incorporate student
Oratory Contest
reserve funds and elect three
ASMSU members for use in elec
trustees to draw up articles of in
Thursday Night
“How Hitler Came to Power tions.
corporation.
and
How
Well
He
Used
It”
will
Aber day will be late in April,
Campus congress tentatively has Richard Wilkinson, Butte, law
scheduled a discussion on the sub junior,
be Sir Herbert Ames’ Tuesday and lunch following the campus
Elsie Holmstrom, business administration sophomore, and Ben Wahle,
won
the
annual
A
b
e
r
ject Wednesday.
in zoology, have ample cause for smiling:. Both have been de
convocation lecture. The talk cleanup will consist of hamburger
contest in the Copper freshman
pickles and ice cream.
By-laws which will go to Cen oratorical
the average campus spenders as computed by statisticians after
replaces “Bubbling Cauldron of sandwiches,
room at 7:30 last night. He spoke clared
Miller will have charge of the
tral board Tuesday are:
five months’ work on the consumers’ survey conducted last fall. Miss
on
trouble
spots
of
the
world
and
Central
Euorpe,”
which
has
been
Aber day dance, the board decided.
1. All active members of ASMSUtheir possible effect on world Holmstrom spends an average of $65.19 each month. Wahle’s expendi
transferred to 8 o’clock Wednes
Poll Supervisors
shall be members of the corpora peace.
tures total $74.14.
,
day night.
tion.
Poll supervisors will be Virginia
Second place went to William
In the letter requesting the Lou Walters and Mel Singleton,
2. The property of the corpora Shallenberger,
Missoula, w ho
change, the former League of senior class; Carl Chambers and
tion is an accumulation from the
on coordination of Ameri
Nations financial secretary says James Paulson, junior class; Bpb
student activity fee collected from talked
can
peace
movements.
that he is “looking forward with Pantzer and Nonie Lynch, sopho
the students over a period of years. Browning, Belt, third placeJames
win
99
pleasurable anticipation to my more class, and Lela Woodgerd
3. The property shall be used
week at Montana State univer and Cliff Carmody, freshman class.
only for the same purposes for ner, described his Ideal of state
educational
Institutions.
sity.” Sir Herbert will be a Carl Chambers was appointed to
which money from the student
The
contest
is
open
to
any
stu
guest of the university at the select 20 vote tabulators, one from
activity fee may be used.
Percy Grainger concert Monday. each sorority and fraternity and
4. The members of the corpora dent and orations may be given Common beliefs on student spending were either disproved
tion shall meet in regular meeting on any subject. Because Wilkin or substantiated last week when results of the consumers’ sur
three from the independents, and
during the first part of spring son and Shallenberger have pre vey begun last fall were tabulated. Elsie Holmstrom, Wolf
divided by classes as follows:
quarter at least one week before viously won the contest, Brown Creek, and Ben Wahle, Helena, had monthly budgets that came
Seniors, four; juniors, four; sopho
primary elections. Other meetings ing probably will represent Mon
mores, four, and freshmen, eight.
may be called at the discretion of tana at the Intercollegiate ora nearest to the student averages^President Peter Murphy will su
and will get the 16 merchandise
the board of directors. Notice of torical contest
pervise the counting.
such a meeting shall be published Leroy Purvis, Great Falls, act prizes offered by 11 Missoula busi
In accordance with a Central
ed
as
chairman
of
the
contest.
ness
men.
in at least two issues of the Kaiboard motion last January, the
min preceding the meeting and Judges w e r e James N. Holm, Buying power of the student
question of continuance of the
notices shall be posted on promi-' speech instructor; Mrs. James N. body averages $136,909.68 each
Student-Faculty council will ap
nent bulletin boards on the cam-, Holm and Leo Camp, English in month, or $1,232,187.12 for the
pear on spring election ballots.
year. Contrary to public opinion,
pus. Twenty-five per cent of the structor.
Central board warned potential
members shall constitute a quo
co-eds do not spend as much as
candidates for delegates to Central
the men, at least not at Montana.
rum.
board
that they must have mem
5. The chairman of the board of Excavating Starts
Miss Holmstrom, Kappa Delta and Business Manager Asks
bers of their own class sign their
directors shall be elected at the
business administration sophomore, For Campus Support
petitions.
For New Tunnel is the average spender among the
regular spring elections (when
Board Recommends
Of Ticket Sales
ASMSU officers are elected). The
women by virtue of her $65.19
The board recommended that
same rules apply to this election Construction of the tunnel be monthly expense account, four I
Sorority
Women
Store board sponsor a team of the
as apply to ASMSU elections. Any tween the new dormitory and cents under the exact co-ed aver Carl Chambers this afternoon
university’s best bowlers to enter
member wlio has completed seven Corbin hall started Monday. The age. Wahle, South hall freshman asked that students aid in insuring
To
Give
Formal
the
state bowling meet in Helena,
Interscholastic Track meets.
quarters as an active member of
follows the route of Cor in zoology, spends 23 cents more future
subject
to approval of the Minor
“It
has
been
stated,”
said
the
ASMSU shall be qualified to be a passage
each month than the university
Tomorrow
Night
bin
hall
walk
which
was
torn
up
Sports Intramural committee.
ASMSU business manager, “that,
candidate for chairman of the during the excavating.
men's average of $74.14.
Central board called the special
should students fail to buy 500
board of directors. A candidate for Meals for the new dormitory
Dyer, Martell Close
meeting after a four and one-half
future meets probably will Programs for Panhellenlc Dance
this position shall file a petition
will be served in the Dorothy Dyer, freshman jour tickets,
May
Be
Obtained
Today
horn:
session Tuesday failed to
signed by a least 10 members of residents
not
be
considered.
dining hall. The S-feet-wide nalist from Brady, was 18 cents The s a l e of Interscholastic
In Student Union
finish business. Members consid
the corporation and himself at the large
6V4-feet-high tunnel will en over the average for women. Earl tickets.has
ered
an
expense budget prepared
time set for the filing of petitions and
been
meeting
with
only
students to pass underground Martell, Missoula junior in jour fair success and it is hoped more Panhellenic Formal tomorrow
by Kirk Badgley and deferred
for ASMSU offices. In case the able
from
building
to
building.
nalism,
spent
22
cents
too
much
action
of
Glee club financial con
office of the chairman of the board The other tunnel on the campus each month to edge out Wahle. students will buy tickets in the night is the annual spring quarter
dition until after the club’s tour.
is vacated during the term of office is between North and Corbin halls.
next few days for the event that dance for sorority women, cor
the board of directors shall ap This passage is used to transport The average woman student is perhaps the greatest single ad responding to Interfraternity ball.
point a chairman to act until the supplies from the large food store during the year has 3.7 coats, 8.8 vertisement our university pre This year’s dance will welcome
next regularly elected chairman room in North to the kitchen of informal’ and 2.9 formal dresses, sents to high school students.
spring with pastel decorations and
C. W. Howard
8.6 sweaters and blouses, 4.5 skirts, “Since the beginning of spring programs.
takes office.
Corbin.
Famous
for
his
compositions,
conducting
as
well
as
piano
playing,
(Continued on Page Four)
quarter when this selling cam A Panhellenic table was set up
From Whitman
Board Members
Grainger is listed as one of the highlights in university concerts.
paign began, salesmen in sorority in the Student Union this morn Percy
Student members of the board
and fraternity houses and in the ing so that women may exchange He made his American debut in 1915.
WiH Join Staff
of directors shall be one senior and
dormitories have been told by sev tickets for programs before the
one junior each from Central
eral
students
they
didn’t
need
dance.
board and Store board.
Education, Psychology Instructor
tickets b e c a u s e they will be Patrons and patronesses who
One member of the board of
To Teach at Montana’s
marching with the ROTC, with the have been invited are Dr. and Mrs.
directors shall be a member of the
S u m m e r School
women’s drum corps, playing with George Finlay Simmons, Dean and
faculty who shall be elected by
the student members of the board Student-Faculty Body Considers Allowing Mavericks the university band or working as Mrs. R. H. Jesse, Acting D e a n
Dr.
C.
W.
Howard, professor of
a Spur or Bear Paw.
not later than two weeks after the
Mary Elrod Ferguson and Dean
Ten Ballot Counters at Spring Elections;
education and psychology at Whit
“It is doubtful whether members and
general election.
Mrs.
J.
E.
Miller.
Chaperons
Percy
Grainger,
noted
musician,
will
give
a
piano
recital
in
man college since 1931, has been
of these units will be allowed to are Professor and Mrs. Donald
Delegates Are Challenged
One member of the board of
stay to see the meet after they Hetler, Dr. and Mrs. K a l e r v o the Student Union theater next Monday night at 8:15 o’clock appointed visiting professor of
directors shall be one of the fac
education at the university for the
before
students
and
townspeople.
The
appearance
of
the
have
performed.
Dr.
Schreiber
ulty members of Store board to Student-Faculty council went on record Tuesday night as
Oberg, Dr. and Mrs. G. D. Shallen
1938 summer session, Dr. G. D.
be selected by Store board. Such opposed to Traditions board’s new “cords rule,” approved a and Dr. Rowe have stated that no berger and Professor and Mrs. famous pianist, conductor and composer will be sponsored by Shallenberger,
director, has an
a member shall be without vote. resolution suggesting voluntary ROTC and held for further one will be allowed on the field P a u l Bischoff. Sorority house the Outside Entertainment Com-4>
nounced.
who
does
not
belong
there.
studies.
Since
that
time
Grainger
One member of the board of consideration a proposal that spring election’s 20 b a llo t
mothers
have
been
invited
as
{mittee.
has traveled to many countries Dr. Howard is one of nine mem
directors shall be an alumnus of counters should include 10 Inde-*-------------------------------------------- “Students who crash the gate guests.
Students may obtain their tickets throughout
r a t h e r than buy a ticket are
the world playing and bers of the education school fac
Montana State university to be pendents.
today
until
4
o’clock;
tomorrow
all
the
campus’s
non-Greeks.
jeopardizing
the
future
of
Inter-1
studying.
ulty. He took his bachelor’s and
appointed by the members of the The council formally recognized
Jim Browning, chairman of the scholastic and may help in bring- Sale of Green Tags
from 9 until 12 o’clock, and Mon- Selections arranged for the pro master's work at Kansas State col
board of directors subject to the
the
new
Independent
delegates
Maverick
reorganization
commit
ing
a
disappointing
finish
to
~
gram
are:
Fantasia
and
Fugue
G
lege, studied at the University
from 9 until 12 o’clock and
approval of the administration of selected by the Maverick club after
To Continue at Store jday
tee, defended the selection of the great high school and university!
from 1 until 4 o’clock by present Minor, Bach - Liszt; Symphonic of Colorado and took his doctor of
the university,
liveliest discussion the coun delegates, claiming that they had event.”
ing their ASMSU cards at the Stu S t u d i e s , Schumann; Ballade, education degree at Stanford uni
The president and business the
“Freshmen who have not bought dent Union office. All seats are Grieg; Clog Dance, Howard Han versity.
cil’s back-to-life movement has been selected by a Maverick nomi
manager of ASMSU shall be mem yet
their green tags will be able to reserved.
inspired. Maurice MacCormick, nating committee and approved at SIMMONS WILL ATTEND
son; Shepherd's Hey, English Mor After teaching in Kansas rural
bers of the board of directors, ex- Independent
delegate from the law a mass meeting.
STRAND INAUGURATION purchase them at a table in the Grainger was bom in Australia ris Dance Tune set by Grainger; schools he moved to the Colby,
officio and without vote.
Students’
store,”
Margaret
Sugg,
Regular
council
members
finally
Lullaby from Tribute to Foster, Kansas, high school; then was
in
1882.
His
mother,
devoted
to
6^ The funds of the'corporation Isch°o1’ °Pened the business of the
shall be expended through the Imeeting by challenging the new accepted the challenged delegates President George Finlay Sim Missoula, freshman finance chair music, was his first teacher from Grainger; Now, O Now, I Needs made superintendent of the Wi
man,
said
yesterday.
mons will go to Bozeman Sunday
same procedure which controls the Ile g a te s on the ground that they by a unanimous vote.
his sixth to his tenth year. He Must Part, Dowland - Grainger; nona, Kansas, schools; was ap
Scott Condemns Resolution to attend the inauguration of Dr. The 50 cents, which the tags cost, then studied with Louis Pabst, in Jutish Medley, Grainger.
pointed superintendent of the Holstudent activity fee from time to Ihad ***" aPP°inted’ not «lected'
A call for new business brought A. L. Strand as president of Mon will be used to finance freshman Melbourne, appearing publicly at Grainger is not only noted for comb, Kansas, schools; went to
time. Consistent with the above
MacCormick Challenges
Maverick
Bill
Scott
to
his
feet
with
tana State college, Monday.
Play day, which includes a picnic the age of 10. By the time he was his piano-playing ability and com Kansas State college as an in
limitations the board of directors I MacCormick said that the counshall have the power to sell, trans-; 8 constitution specifically stated a resolution condemning Tradi- Dr. Simmons will also attend a followed by a mixer in the Gold 112 he had earned enough by giv- positions but also has conducted structor in psychology and in 1931
fer, assign, mortgage, pledge, deal;
Independent delegates were tions board’s new ruling against quarterly meeting of the s t a t e room. Play day will be early in ing concerts to go with his mother many large symphony orchestras was appointed to the Whitman
(Continued on pw Four)
lto be selected by ballots cast by the wearing of cords by freshman | board of education.
| May.
to Germany for further musical in the United States and Europe. faculty.

Holmstrom and Wahle
Hit “Happy Mediums

Australian Pianist

Students’ Aid
To Determine
M eet Future

Council Opposes Cords Rule,
Approves Voluntary ROTC

Percy Grainger Will Appear
In Musical Program Monday

Friday, April 8,1938
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Awareness
And ROTC

Central board Tuesday withheld action on
requests that a student vote be taken to de
termine campus-wide sentiment regarding
voluntary or compulsory ROTC.
The board’s justification in tabling the mat, ter can be seen clearly in two factors — the
importance, of the issue and vague student
understanding as indicated by the hankypanky reaction to the current circulation of
petitions.
If ROTC at the university is to become vol
untary or remain compulsory indirectly by a
student will, it must result from action of an
informed student body — one which has fuE
knowledge of all facts.
To create awareness throughout the entire
student body, aU sides of the issue must be
presented. Then if Central board sees justifi
cation it will ask for campus opinion on spring
ballots.
In the interest of the university’s welfare
that opinion must be inteUigent not perni
cious.

Montana
For Tourists

Because of the variety of questions asked
by tourists in California, a new night school
has been opened in Los Angeles for the Welcomettes. These are a number of girls em
ployed at the Southern California hospitality
center, which serves 500 tourists daily.
A group of experts, including Dr. Owen C.
Coy, professor of California history at the
University of Southern California and a di
rector of the State Historical Society, ad
dresses the Welcomettes once a week on dif
ferent phases of Southern California life.
So that the girls may locate and explain the
significance of the historical points of in
terest in the vicinity, Dr. Coy has traced Cali
fornia history from prehistoric times to the
most recent constructions of buildings and
public works.
Although Montana has an organized wel
coming service for tourists, a surprising num
ber of questions are asked of the average
service station attendant. They are often
asked about road conditions, where good fish
ing may be found, and about nearby points of
interest. The same is true to a lesser degree
of most employes who come in contact with
tourist trade.
If all such persons could have taken a short
course including geography and a detailed
history of Montana, it would be much easier
to supply themselves with the required in
formation about their particular locality.
They could help tourists plan their trips so
that no historic points of real interest would
be missed through ignorance.

Railroading
And Taxes

Mr. Roosevelt’s latest plan for railroad re
organization is to consoEdate all physical
equipment now resulting in a duplication of
transportation service. The president charges
that such duplication is detrimental to pubEc
interest and is uneconomical.
Two years ago, Hampton K. SneU, former
Montana State university faculty member,
finished his doctoral dissertation on consoli
dation of Northern Pacific and Chicago, Mil
waukee & St. Paul trackage within the state.
One of the major duplications to be removed
by this consolidation was the 120-mile road
between Missoula and Butte over which the
Milwaukee and Northern Pacific in many

Communications

places paraUel each other for miles with their
tracks not over eight feet apart. On these
tracks run two transcontinental luxury trains
on the same schedule to the minute from the
Twin Cities to Seattle. Here is obviously one
of the worst examples of what Mr. Roosevelt
wishes to avoid.
The local aspect of the question is, however,
much different from the national. Either of
these roads would be only slightly missed nationaUy even if it were to pass from existence
entirely, but its loss would be of utmost im
portance to Missoula and the state. In Mis
soula county alone, the Northern Pacific pays
$146,000 in taxes annuaUy and the Milwaukee
$65,000. Their state tax bEls are $1,796,000
and $897,000 annuaEy. These figures repre
sent merely the tax income to the state. Sup
plies, wages, salaries and service amount to
a few millions more.
The real question, then, for Missoula, Mon
tana State university and the State of Mon
tana is whether they wUl be willing, for the
sake of eliminating economic waste and mak
ing the United States railway system more
efficient, to lose this amount of money in
cash. Probably not, because the local loss
would be to Missoula and Montana, while the
national loss would be distributed among the
miUions who use the transportation systems.

Livers
And Guncotton

Montana’s training table last faU evidently
gave the brawny football boys a bit more
molasses than in previous years. That’s why
MSU had one of the greatest teams in its
history.
It wasn’t because a player resolved to “show
Doug” that he was plenty good when the
coach might have hinted at a tinge of saffron
down the back center cord; it wasn’t because
a big muscular fellow had a grudge against
the quarterback and was ready to smear him
aU over Dornblaser field; it wasn’t because a
zeal for the old Alma Mater suddenly gripped
the boys. But jt was because the boys’ livers
were fuUer than usual of sugar.
Scientists take the credit for producing
bang-up Rose Bowl winners. They say that
pep talks stimulate adrenal glands, as a proxi
mate result of which livers secrete more sugar
thus giving bodies more fuel to burn.
But even so there still is something to be ex
plained. How and why does a pep talk oper
ate on an adrenal gland? Does excess emo
tion stir up the gland or does the gland stir
up excess emotion? Must “liver stirrers” be
the name given to this wonderful bit of en
thusiasm? How many more spoonsful of
sugar did David eat on his oatmeal than Goli
ath on that fateful morning? Was Hector’s
coffee sweetened with beet or cane sugar?
Which aU. means that the Hitlers and the
Mussolinis of the world might well be reserv
ing their supply of sugar rather than storing
guncotton for use in a time when the nations
might war against each other.

No More
Skyscrapers

The day of cloud-hidden office buddings in
the United States is over, in the judgment of
the American Society of Planning Officials.
When new business buildings spring up in the
future the society expects them to be of
moderate height and not copies of the Em
pire State budding.
In short, the great Skyscraper age ended in
1929, according to the planners. But this is
not pessimism on their part. They beHeve
people greatly overdid the skyscraper idea.
Many that were built weren’t needed. They
were monuments to civic pride, or to family
name, or simply an effort to make land pay
a bigger return.
In their opinion there is no indication that
new demand for 40- or 50-story buildings wiE
arise.
In the first place, competition in erection
of lofty business structures led to an over
supply of office space. Secondly, there is
now a trend away from the center of cities in
such municipalities as New York and Chicago.
People are moving to suburbs and branch
stores are foEowing them. Also population
trends as pointed by birth rate indicate that
numbers of people in the cities wiE not go on
increasing, but time will come when popula
tions will be stable.

unedited in this column.)

compulsion; (4) Montana must
have a compulsory unit or none at
all. Let us examine these argu
To the Editor of the Kaimin:
ments.
Sir: No official reasons have For the physical training theory
(Editor's note: The Montana been
for keeping the
Kaimin opens this column to cam ROTC advanced
on a compulsory basis at I there are few backers among the
pus comment and is not respons Montana. However, we students gym teachers. Colonel H. J. Koeh
founder of the West Point sys
ible tor tact, point of view, decision who are requesting voluntary ler,
tem of physical education, called
and structure of the communica ROTC do not wish to ignore the the use of the rifle worthless as a
that have been serition. The Kaimin will show no only excuses
of physical development.
offered for the compulsory means
He said, in fact, that it was “posi
partiality regarding publication of lously
feature. It is said: (1) The physi I tively
injurious.”
Among the orcommunications. However, t h e y cal benefits of military training
which h a v e con
must have been written by either justify its being compulsory; (2) ]ganizations
the use of military train
members of the student body or compulsory ROTC is necessary in demned
ing are the American Physical
members of the university faculty order to provide for the national Education
association and the Na
and signed by the author. Such defense; (3) the war-time advan tional Education
association. The
eommunicaUons will be published tages to the individual justify
I

(Continued on Pace Poor)

seems the only way, the sock will him . . . haughty to lighter-minded i . . . first time he has been out of
be worn on the left foot. The stu lawyers . . . favors no fluffy-duff the law school after dark for some
time. Finis.
dent will be entitled to pour but with time or talents.
the full story to any member of a Final installment of the cam
class lower than his own without paign to humanize Herbie Con
request, but must secure permis rad: The Stooge finally drove Herb I
sion before inflicting the. tale on to a night of terrific dissipation at
Monday night all sororities onf SOCIAL CALENDAR
any member of his own or a high the Club . . . had to do it or for
the campus participated for first
Friday, April 8
er class.
time in a Panhellenic Song Fest
feit his reputation as a lady-killer
Informal
Dance
Managers
Club__
in the lounge of Student Union
Down-Wlth-Everythlng Day —
building. The evening’s program Forestry Club___Informal Dance One day each spring quarter will
Saturday, April 9
consisted of Montana pep songs,
be set aside on which students may
favorite sorority songs, “Greek Panhellenic____________ Formal propose to abolish any campus in
Meets Greek” and “ C o l l e g e
stitution from the president to the
Chums.”
natural Montana grasses behind
Tonight, Managers and Forestry
the law school. Nothing will be
clubs will be hosts to informal
done about these proposals, of
dances. On Saturday night, the
course, but it will give the stu
T O N IG H T
THE TIE THAT BINDS
annual Panhellenic formal will be
dents a satisfying illusion of pow
The Big Fun Night
given by the sororities. Decorations What this campus needs (aside er to be able to shout “Down with
are to be in the various pastel from a good flve-cent set of ad the ROTC!” while at drill or
WHEELER and
vance proofs on examinations) is a “Down with mashed potatoes!”
shades.
WOOLSEY
whole set of new traditions. Cam while at dinner.
— In —
pus authorities seem to agree that The Freshman Battle — Fresh
Alpha Chi Holds
MSU has to have traditions. No men who want to enter the uni
Formal Initiation
"
H
IG H
traditions—no class spirit. No class versity must battle their way into
Alpha Chi Omega held formal spirit—the students might just as Main
hall
against
the
organized
re.
FLYERS”
initiation Wednesday night for well give up and spend their time sistance of the sophomores. The
Jean Cameron, Missoula; Helen studying. And when that happens class losing the most members
— and —
Faulkner, Missoula; Iris Sams, the whole American educational must bury the dead.
Joliet; Louise Burgmaier, Power; system will have to abandon its
"Night C lu b
Donna Faye Spurling, Missoula; valiant attempt to provide the Swap Walk—One section of the
Enger Lang, Missoula; Dorothy larger life as well as omnibus campus sidewalk will be laid off
Scandal”
Smartly styled to har
L o v e , Havre; Maxine Elliott, courses and settle down to prehis as a “swap walk.” Male students
Lynne Overman
monize with your Easter
meeting one another on this par
Havre; Evelyn Ditlmeier, Mis toric methods.
John Barrymore
costume and cleverly de
soula, and Jean Robinson, Mis Alarmed at such a prospect, ticular walk from 8 o’clock
through
5
o’clock
on
either
Tues
TARZAN
SERIAL
soula. Members of Alpha Chi Exhumed proposes a brand new
signed to fit your indi
Omega gave a banquet last night line of traditions, especially de day or Thursday must exchange
vidual requirements
neckties,
belts
or
shoelaces.
Co.
in honor of the new initiates.
Coming
Sunday
vised to suit the present need. It’s eds will exchange catty remarks.
no use copying stale old stuff from
Orline Coats spent Thursday other campuses. Last year some If these well-reasoned and origl
"Merry-Go-Round
visiting in Arlee.
well-meaning but mistaken souls nal traditions don’t bring back our
of 1938”
Kappa Alpha Theta entertained tried to establish a tradition of fading esprit-de-corps there’s no
Beige, Tan, Blue, Grey
Bert Lahr
Thursday night at a chapter din having an American Student hope.
and Black
Alice
Brady
ner.
Union on this campus. Student in
ABBR.
Alumnae of Kappa Kappa Gam terest lagged. The idea wasn’t new
— Also —
ma held a meeting at the house and fresh and attractive. It had Of persons we know a great no.
"Call
of
the W ild ”
Tuesday night.
Who
go
to
the
opera
and
slo.
worked all right when it first hit
Marjorie Arnold, Missoula, and American college life, but by the We’ve often walked down the ave,
Big Program That You
Margaret McCann, Wallace, Idaho, time it got way out West it was To see the beauties. Have?
Must See
were Wednesday luncheon guests old stuff.
We bought stock in the Western
of Sigma Kappa.
10c —15c —25c
The newness of Exhumed’s pro
Oil Co.
Sigma Kappa actives enter posed
traditions
should
score
heav
tained pledges at a buffet supper ily in their favor. They may seem As for oil, we don’t think they po.
—The Silver and Gold.
Tuesday night.
a little odd at first, but students
Sigma Kappa held formal pledg who
can
get
used
to
the
idea
of
ing for Ruth Bloom, Missoula.
THE STOOGE HAUNTS
Eileen Wysel, Missoula, was a having classes classified by pants
THE LAW SCHOOL
Wednesday dinner guest of North can adopt anything.
Some More
The S t u d e n t Wailing-Wall— And Ghost-Writes
hall.
Portraits
WPA labor will erect a large wall
Largey
McDonald—joins
the list
right across the oval, and here
SAE Pledges
students with beefs or griefs will of reputed He-Men with the fol
Harold Nelson
come to get rid of that Monday lowing qualifications: Recluse of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces morning feeling. Freshmen will be the law school. . . tries to be first Convenient R ailw ay E xpress S ervice
the pledging of Harold Nelson, allowed one wail a day; sopho there in the morning, last to leave
Worden.
mores, two; juniors, three, and at night. . . strenuous study hab
Speed it home and back weekly by nation-wide
seniors, four. Seniors will be fur its . . . is seeking to lose himself
Railway Express. Thousands of students in colleges
Miss Anne Platt was at Wed ther allowed to walk away moan in books since Love disappointed
throughout the country rely on this swift, safe, de
nesday dinner guest of Theta Chi. ing “No jobs, no jobs, oy-yoyKenneth Nybo, Billings, is a yoy.” Student sorrows too poign
pendable service. Prompt pick-up and delivery,
house guest of Phi Sigma Kappa ant to be forgotten with a mere
without extra charge, in all cities and principal
this week.
wail may be written on the wall
towns. Be thrifty and wise — send it collect— and It
Arline Kennedy, Belt, is visit and every spring the freshmen will
ing her brother, Art Kennedy, this whitewash the wall for a fresh
can come back prepaid, if you wish, low, eco
week.
start.
nomical rates on laundry, baggage or parcels.
Bud Strom, Whitefish, was a The Single Sock Society — Any
For rush service telephone the nearest Railway
Tuesday dinner guest at Corbin male student who has been handed
Express office or arrange for regular call dates,
hall.
back
his
pin
or
equivalent
will
Mrs. Lucille Armsby, Missoula; appear on the campus wearing Complete Line of Toilet
123 E. Front St.
Phone 2547
Mary Lucille Jameson and Bar only one sock. If life is shattered,
Depot Office: Northern Pacific Depot
Requisites Handled by Us
bara Kelly, Billings, were Wednes but
Phone
2546
Missoula,
Mont.
hope
remains,
the
sock
will
be
day dinner guests at Corbin hall. worn on the right foot. If suicide
Edna Marie Kelly and Mary
DeClaire, Anaconda, were Wed
nesday dinner guests at Corbin
hall.
C O M M U N IT Y
—get in the habit of con
Emma Bravo was a Thursday
sulting our cosmetician
dinner guest at Corbin hall.
Friday and Saturday!
MISS HAUN
JAMES DUNN in
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

ROXY

EXHUMED

OGC

SHOE CO

Colonial Dames
Headquarters
Co-eds—

“Come Closer Folks”
BUCK JONES in

“ Smoketree Range”

Easter Cards
For Relatives and
Friends

THE 3 STOOGES in

“SLIPPERY SILKS”
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

3c to 5 0 c

Remember them on this glad
occasion. Yes, and go to
church too. We supply the
prayer books, rosaries, etc.
The Office Supply
Company

DICK POWELL and
HUGH HERBERT in

“The Singing Marine”
Plus “Two Wise Maids”

XPRESS

Hollyoak Drug
Company
WILMA
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Also

“ Dangerous to Know”
f tp * ? * * * * *

GENUINE HAND-MADE

MEXICAN HUARACHAS

— With— .
AKIM TAMHtOFF

RIALTO

Ideal for Campus Wear

$495

Spectator SPORTS PUMPS

$495

— in —

“Trailin’ Trouble”

SADDLE OXFORDS

LIBERTY

$ 3 .9 5

DEANNA DURBIN
HERBERT MARSHALL

At the College Price

STEELE SHOE SHOP

Fitting and Proper

Also

KEN MAYNARD

H ELD OVER

“ MAD ABOUT MUSIC”

FRL - SAT. ONLY

T he

collar attached dress shirt is the smartest and

most comfortable thing for black tie occasions.
T ry Arrow ’s Shoreham. It has the non-wilt Aroset
turn down collar, a soft pleated front, and the

AIUvOW

M itoga tailored fit..................................................$3

D R E S S

S H I R T S
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Ignatius. Dr. Richards will show
Club Plans
Mavericks Hear
ATOVs.SPE Final Excursion Pharmacy
the need for pure food and drug
Annual Spring Picnic McCollum Talk
Dr. Leon Richards, professor of legislation.
Will Be Taken
pharmacy, will speak at the
Starts G reek
association meet
club members met at
By Skiing Club 3 Pharmacy
On Store Policy Parent-Teachers’
By JOHN CAMPBELL
ing Wednesday, April 13, in St. Walford Electric Co.
o'clock Wednesday in Science
The “Me an’ Paul” act of Grizzly football renown is over. Diamond War Members to Visit Murphy Canyon hall to discuss plans for the an
244 N. HIGGINS AVE.
nual picnic. Club members ap' Price of Books Is Main Criticism Student Union was built this re

Whadja Say, John?

RICHARDS TO SPEAK

Montana’s scoring twins, Paul Socko Szakash and Mad Milton
Sunday; Dark Glasses,
Phone 3566
Raised by Students,
serve fund was turned over to help
pointed committees to handle ar
Popovich have smashed their way off tackle for the last time Taus Favored Over Rivals
Lotion Advised
Says Manager
finance the Union.
rangements and set a tentative
together. Their double-feature backfield
He explained the operation of Exclusively Electrical
In Initial Go; Games
Missoula Ski club will take, its date.
program was a good one, hut now. . . .
Committees a p p o i n t e d are: Chief student criticism of the the lunch room and said that noon
last
trip
of
the
season
Sunday
On
Tap
Sunday
meals
are kept at low prices to
While Montana’s All-American seeks pro
Dr. Leon Richards, student store is the price of text
when it goes to Murphy canyon in Transportation,
professor of pharmacy; Tony Gas- books, Morris McCollum, store give students a place to eat on the
fessional pigskin pastures, Szakash will try Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma the
Rattlesnake range.
C A S A LO M A
perino, Missoula, and Jack Asal manager, told Mavericks Monday campus.
baseball. Paul will go to Little Rock, Ar Phi Epsilon baseball teams open Murphy peak towers 8,000 feet Cascade.
Opposite Airport
Lois Mur night in the journalism audi McCollum said that prices on
kansas, one of these days, the baseball farm the Interfratemity league at 10 above the canyon and according to phy, Butte;Refreshments,
most of student supplies were set OPEN EVERY NIGHT
torium.
Book
costs,
he
said,
are
Mary
Gasperino,
Mis
o'clock tomorrow morning at the Dr. Edward. G. Little, Ski club soula, and Ralph Coltrin, Miles established by publishers’ prices. by the association of college and
of Tom Yawkey’s Boston Red Sox.
ball park. Sigma secretary, is one of the best in this City. Roy Herda, Judith Gap, has McCollum traced the history of university student stores and the Ravioli and Fried Chicken
An ivory hunter named Ernie Johnson SouthplaysHiggins
Dinners
Theta Chi at 1 o’clock area for skiing.
charge of the entertainment.
the store from its founding in 1919 store had to observe this price list.
was in town last summer watching a couple Nu
and Phi Sigma Kappa meets Sig “The middle of April is the best
when
it
began
selling
books
and
of State league frays. Johnson saw Szakash ma Alpha Epsilon at 3 o’clock. time of the year for ski mountain
supplies to students. In 1920 the
mtlLGz/MfKif
eering,” said Little, “since the BELL TO JUDGE BANDS
sting hits through the infield and cut down The Taus rate as pre-game fa snow
Stop in at
AT WASHINGTON MEET store was incorporated and the
has hardened enough so that
with a much improved in
base-runners with his rifle-arm. Socko hit over .400 and was vorites
Associated
Students store became
skis sink in only about an inch
MESSER’S
field
and
catching
staff.
Pinky
its official title.
undoubtedly the most valuable player in the league.
Lubeck, Mud Kruzic and Pitts and climbing becomes easier.”
to select your Easter Suit
Clarence W. Bell, university
fund Was established
Carrying his 200-pound frame with unusual agility for a big Chouinard are outstanding hitters. A bus will leave the Intermoun band director, will judge bands byAthereserve
and Topcoat
store for the purpose of
tain depot at 6 o’clock. “Skiers and instrumental soloists at the
man, Socko has all the earmarks of a major league baseball The mound burden falls on Johnny must
325 NORTH HIGGINS
skis equipped with Washington state music contest in erecting a building, but when the
player. His gridiron exploits are worth mentioning. With the Poe.Sig Eps have several good pros bindingshave
with metql toe irons and Chenfey, Washington, April 21, 22
Cubs in the fall of ’34, Szakash amazed railbirds with his per
with one man outstanding. have climbers, preferably canvas and 23.
petual over-the-goal kickoffs. The next year Paul played pects,
sleeves.
Dark glasses and some Musicians from Washington high
Marc Wysel fills in around short
sort of sunburn preventative, such schools
every minute of every game at fullback, a fractured wrist fail and second with the best.
in the contest
as calamine lotion, should be which is compete
ing to bench the iron man. Two weeks before the 1936 season Theta Chi meets Sigma Nu with taken,”
at the Eastern Washing
stated Little.
better team than in former years.
opened an appendectomy put him out of the picture; Grizzly aBoth
ton
College
of
Education at
t e a m s are of dark-horse Tickets are available at the Cheney.
boosters grieved. Few fans will ever forget Socko’s masterful makeup.
Phi Sigma Kappa has Missoula Mercantile, P I ay m or
M
play last season, one of the best in Montana grid annals. Plung shown some steam in practice. Shop, Barthel Hardware, Student
ing, passing and goal-kicking, Paul was one of the leading SAE presents the same lineup as Union building and Intermoun
tain Bus depot.
last year.
scorers in the country.
How Is Your Coal Pile?
Phi Delta Theta, >defending
The University Store nine and the Grizzly eleven will both champs,
clash with runner-up KAIMIN SPORTS A YEAR AGO
miss this great athlete. Bon Voyage, Socko!
M issoula Coal
Mavericks at 9 o’clock Sunday. George “Jiggs” Dahlberg, newly
Has anyone here seen McGinnis? The name again, H. H. Sigma Chi plays Theta Chi at 11 appointed varsity basketball coach, & Transfer Co., Inc.
arrives
to
spend
three
weeks
look
o’clock.
McGinnis, who was a resident of Missoula county a decade Phi Delt sluggers present an im ing over the athletic setup at Mon
Wholesale and Retail
ago. Anyone knowing of his whereabouts kindly notify Lefty pressive array with Flynn, Galles, tana State university. Roy Battey
Dealers in
Hoagland pronto. A mighty important man is this McGinnis. Miller and others. Maverick Coach of Billings scores the first hole-inThe Airflator
COAL
Before Montana can broaden its seating capacity on Dorn- Stan Davison says he has several one on the Community golf course.
110 EAST BROADWAY
blaser field, the university has to sign papers with this strayed new ones to spring on last year’s Eight tennis players commence
elimination play in the spring ten
Phones 8602 and 3630
citizen, who owns land where proposed east side bleachers champs. Chi baseballers seem to nis
tournament.
will be constructed on Mount Sentinel’s slope. McGinnis has beSigma
having trouble on the mound
the key to the situation. No $25,000 stands without him.
but hope to have a first class
Wayne Gitchell and Jack Rose, two Grizzly distance cinder- twirler for their opener. Quam,
SEE THE
Stone and several others
men, made a creditable showing at the Hill Military runs at Campbell,
at the plate.
Portland last week. When competition offered by such track show ability
TYPEWRITER
SUPPLY
Games Next Week
greats as Glenn Cunningham, king of milers; Don Lash, bril Tuesday
BEFORE YOU BUY
— ATO vs. Phi Slgs.
liant ace from Indiana, and Charles Fenske, Wisconsin star, Wednesday — Sigma Nu vs. SAE. 314 N. Higgins
“CHUCK” GAUGHAN
is considered, then Rose’s sixth place in the mile and Gitchell’s Thursday—Sigma Chi vs. Sig Eps.
vs. Theta Chi.
$5 to $750
third in the two-mile are fine performances. Rose will run no Friday—Mavericks
o’clock, Phi Delts
more for Montana as his eligibility expired last quarter but vs.Saturday—10
ATO; 1 o’clock, Sigma Chi vs.
IAMBI]
IMAMBRS
Gitchell has his final, and banner season, coming up.
All Jarman Shot*
Sigma Nu; 3 o’clock, Phi Sigs vs.
Through the encouraging interest taken at Minor Sports Sig Eps. Sunday—9 o’clock, Mav
meeting, softball, or kittenball, will afford pleasure for men ericks vs. Sigma Nu; 11 o’clock,
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
and women on the campus. If present plans materialize, fun Phi Delts vs. SAE.
Refreshments and Entertainment
is in store for many students in the wide-open leagues. In the
proposed league play, enjoyment, not competition, will be the Managers Club 4
D A N C IN G
motif and fraternity hardball'artists will be ineligible.
Competitive Acts
TEX WILLIAMSON, Trumpet Player, Returns to
THE STORE FOR MEN
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers LUTHERAN ASSOCIATION

STftjAART

Cmu

America’s
Finest Feeling
Sport Shoes

x

Old Country Club

TO HEAR TRAVEL TALK

The

College Shop
, Missoula Merc. Co.
Offers the best lines —
style,' quality, economy.
— DOBBS HATS
— ARROW SHIRTS
— ARROW TIES
-ARROW
KERCHIEFS
-LEATHER
JACKETS
— POLO SHIRTS
— SPRING SLACKS
— NEW ANKLETS
— BUSH COATS

Ruben Svensen, Missoula, will
give a travel talk on Norway and
Sweden before members of the
Lutheran Student association at
5:30 o’clock Sunday in St. Paul
Lutheran church parlors.
The Wesley quartet will sing
several selections and refresh
ments will be served. Verna
Green, Glasgow, is in charge of
arrangements.

The Very Best
— In —

MEATS
Schramm-Hebard
Meat Company
Phone 3191

417 North Higgins Avenue

Plan to Attend

MILITARY BALL
April 23

Hal Hunt’s Orchestra

The satisfaction in a
drink of Highlander
is- like the satisfac
tion in a homerun
—it’s deep and last
ing.

HIGHLANDER BEER

Set fo r Tonight

Five acts will compete for “Mon
tana’s No. 1 Dance Entertainer”
title and prize tonight at the Man
agers Spring Swing Session in the
Gold room. The acts will take
place during intermission periods.
Amateur singers, dancers and
comedians chosen for the finals are
Helen Faulkner, blues singer; Kay
Stillings, novelty tap dancer; Tri
Delt Trio, winners of the Inter
sorority song contest; Jack Hogan,
crooner, and Maynard Sinton,
comedy act with tap dancing.
Managers club is sponsoring the
session which is an informal, no
program, date dance. Hal Hunt’s
15 Managers of Swing will “beat
it out” for “truckin’,” “peckin’,”
or whatever dancers want. Old
favorites will be played in both
new and old styles.
Session Manager James Miller
requests attendants to “wear what
they want to.”
Chaperons will be Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Cogswell, Mr. and Mrs. J. C,
Garlington, Dean and Mrs. R. C.
Line and Dr. and, Mrs. Gordon B.
Castle.
Guests and patrons are Presi
dent and Mrs. George Finlay Sim
mons and members of the athletic
staff.

Frosh Competition
Starts Tomorrow
Freshman tracksters get their
first chance to earn numerals to
morrow afternoon in the annual
novice meet. The meet will be
staged for the purpose of discov
ering what talent is available on
this year’s yearling cinder squad.
With good weather, every track
and field event will be run.
Minor sports managers will act
as officials in time trials, replacing
Coach Harry Adams, who is con
fined to the hospital with a serious
throat infection. Varsity tracksters
will engage in the various events
to prepare for their first meet of
the season next Saturday with
Cheney at Missoula.
ATKINSON TALKS TO CLUB
Professor E. A. Atkinson of th
psychology department spoke oi
“Psychology in Marriage" a
Dames club meeting Wednesda;
night in the Eloise Knowles room

BUCK STOWE’S ORCHESTRA

IN RADIO, TOO, THEY DISCUSS THIS SUBJECT:

p i

“The majority of
tobacco growers
favor Camels
because we know
what choice
tobacco goes
into them,”

NO TWO W A Y S ABOUT IT, BETTY.

I'M R E H E A R S IN G O R ON TH E A IR FOR 4 0 ]
HO URS A W EEK. IT S TOUGH ON M Y NERVES,
DIGESTION, AN D ESPECIALLY M Y THROAT.

t

[ M V CIGARETTE MUST AG R E E WITH M E . )
L
A N D C A M E L S D O - I N E VERY W AY

gJk

HAVE A

v

T H IS I S

a

RAY W IN TER S ,

C AM EL,
BETTY?

pL SM O K E ANYTHING

BUT CAMELS. ARE THEY

md

WHEN RAY W IN TERS SIGNED OFF (above) he had a
long, hard day behind him. Ray has thought a lot about
which cigarette best fits in with the nerve-and-energy-consuming work he does. “Camels are different from other ciga

rettes,” is his verdict. “In the ten years I’ve been enjoying
them, I’ve never known Camels to make my throat feel
scratchy, my nerves ragged. That says mildness, doesn’t it?
There are so many ways in which Camels agree with me!”

And many millions of other smokers
find what they want in Camels, too.

and more experienced
MORE
smokers are concluding:
"Camel is the cigarette that

agrees with me.” If you are not
now smoking Camels, try
them. Look for the difference between Camels
and other cigarettes. Find
out what it means to enjoy
Camel’s costlier tobaccos.

HE’S AFTER A "STRIKE"! Off duty,,

bowling is one of Ray Winters’ pas
times. He’s good I "And when I’m
tired," Ray says, "I get a ’lift’ with a
Camel—a feeling of renewed energy."

A

SO DIFFERENT F R O M <j
I OTHER CIGARETTES

YOU ALL GOOD
N IG H T

IM

THANKS, RAY.
§ i SAY— YOU N E V E R 1

FOLKS, W IS H IN G
RI

W

O n the air Mondays:

.PEOPLE DO
APPRECIATE THE

Camels are a

I

matchless blend 1

Am erica’s great fun-maker
brought to you by Camel ciga
rettes. Every Monday at 7:30
pm E.S.T..6:30 pm C.S.T.,8:30
pm M.S.T..and 7:30 pm P.S.T.,
over Columbia Network.
O n the air Tuesdays:

BENNY GOODMAN

THE “KINO OF SW ING ”
Hear the Goodman Band "go
to town." Every Tuesday at
this new tim e-9:30 pm E.S.T.,
8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm
M.S.T., and 6:30 pm P.S.T.,
over Columbia Network.

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN CAMEtS

of finer, MORE
EXPEN SIV E

I

TOBACCOS

J

— Turkish a n d , /
Domestic jK

Oe

TOBACCO
PLANTERS REPORT

“The favorite with
most men who grow
tobacco,” is what
Vault Snowden, vet
eran planter, calls
Camels. “ Camel j
doesn’t buy just any
tobacco-they get the best. The
Camel buyer bought all the choice
grade tobacco of my last crop. I've
been a steady Camel smoker my
self for 19 years.”
B. F. Bivins, an
other experienced
tobacco grower,
knows what ciga
rette pays more
for the choice leaf
tobacco. “ The
Camel people sure do get the best
grades,” he says. “Take my own
crop last year. Camel bought the
best lots. And other planters will
tell you the same. You bet, I
smoke Camels.”
He’s been g ro w in g
tobaccoforlO years.
“I’m in a position
to know a lot about
the quality of the
tobacco that goes
into various ciga
rettes,” James Graves, another
well-known planter, says. “Most of
the growers around here—myself
included-sold the best leaf tobacco
of their last crop to Camels. I
know tobacco so I smoke Camels"
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Many Fans See
and Wahle Council Opposes
to Mail
Incorporation Communications Holmstrom
Notices
New Program Director
Hit “Happy Medium?
Ruling on Cords
Hobby Collection
Bulletins Tuesday
of ROTC In this line, then,
There will be a meeting of all
For Reprieve Five thousand summer school By-laws Await value
is too doubtful to justify compul 4.6 hats, 16.8 pairs of stockings,
students belonging to the local Mu Approximately o n e thousand
sion. If the work of the depart 6.9 pieces of lingerie and 8 pairs and sophomore men.
sicians’ union at 3 o’clock Sunday people saw the Student Union's
bulletins will be mailed Tuesday Board Action ment of physical education is not of shoes.
Long discussions followed the afternoon In the large meeting annual hobby show in the Silver
Is Announced throughout
the northwest and
satisfactory, why hasn’t someone The man who yearly owns the move as delegates argued the ad room of the Student Union build r o o m Tuesday and Wednesday.
(Continued from Pace Two)

middlewest, said Dr. G. D. Shallenberger, summer school director.
Bulletins outline the scholastic
program to be followed during the
session and include illustrations
describing scenes of interest near
Upperclassmen 20 or more grade the university.
points behind may receive a pro
bationary quarter to Improve their quarter the student on trial must
scholarship, Dean R. H. Jesse an take again subjects for which he
nounced yesterday. The chance has already received credit, and
for reprieve is part of a new deans' attempt to raise his grade.
conference policy for dealing with If at the end of the quarter the
scholastically delinquent students. student has reduced his g r a d e
The present faculty rule requires point deficiency, he may continue
cancellation of registration of all in school. If the deficiency is the
students applying for admission to same or greater, the deans’ con
the “second period" with a 20 or ference may expell him for one
more grade point deficiency. "Sec calendar year.
ond period” Is the time between A delinquent student may not
receiving the ninetieth credit and take new work in the trial period,
nor may he register for courses he
graduation.
As an alternate to arbitrary can has failed to pass. Classes pre
cellation, the new policy, in effect requisite to subjects which he has
at the end of spring quarter, pro already studied are also excluded.
vides a trial period. During this Although the student on proba
tion may try to raise grades as
high as B, it is expected that the
will attempt to raise D’s.
LATEST SHEET MUSIC majority
The second grade is the official
AND RECORDINGS
grade
for
the course, even if it be
Oar New Location Is
lower.
208 N. Higgins
Dean Jesse emphasized that the
Dickinson Piano Co. conference, not the student, de
cides whether he shall be expelled
or be given the period of proba
tion. The trial quarter does not
The Home of Fine Furniture carry credit.
The new system applied to all
upperclassmen. If at any time
JENSEN
during his junior or senior year a
FURNITURE
student reaches the stated defi
ciency of grade points, the policy
135 West Main
goes into effect.

Juniors, Seniors Minus
Grade Points to Get
Trial Quarter

SPORT OR DRESSY
Hats, Turbans or

2.98

Beanies 9 8 c to *
Every Color and Every Shape

To wear over your head or around
•your neck. Covered with flowers or
college pennants. We have them.

25c to 49 c
Pure Silk

Ankle Socks
Bright Shades and Pastels

I5c and 19c
KIRK GUILD
-PR E SE N T S-

BALLET SOAP
$1.50
“The Most Beautiful
Soap in the World?’
A BOX

ALSO HAVE YOU TRIED

Lentheric’s Carnation
Gift Soap

A delightful new fragrance — a hard-milled soap that
lasts twice as long as ordinary soap.

4 for $1.00

Tucifs.

(Continued from Page One)

said so?
following number of clothes can visability of including in the reso ing.
(Continued from Paw One)
Visitors included many towns
with or otherwise dispose of the Next, we have the national de consider himself as well oft as his lution a commendation of the All women who will receive M people and grade school children,
property of the corporation. This fense argument. This might be average neighbor: 2.8 suits, 1.9 board’s action in requiring fresh sweaters at the end of spring quar eager to see displays from Mis
by-law may be amended only by plausible except that in 1936 rep overcoats, 3.3 extra trousers, 4.1 men to wear green caps. Faculty ter should see Mary Anne Chris soula city schools.
members of the corporation in a resentatives of the War Depart sweaters and jackets, 3.8 pairs of members J. W. Howard and W. P. tensen before Tuesday, April 12, “Attendance was excellent, and
meeting called for such purpose. ment, testifying before the Senate shoes, 13.8 pairs of socks, 10.3 Clark discouraged council inter or call her at 4449.
we received many comments on
Investment Committee
Committee on Military Affairs, shirts, 6.8 sets of shirts and shorts ference. Clark suggested.that tra Members of the Missoula Ski the show,” said Connie Edwards,
In the event the board of di denied that compulsory ROTC is and .9 of a hat.
ditions be left to Traditions board. club will meet at 7:30 o’clock Fri Great Falls, director of the ex
rectors wishes to invest corpora necessary for national defense.
Delegate Browning replied t h a t day night in the Missoula Chamber
Men Eat More
tion funds, the advice of an invest The very fact that the National Board for the average woman the council’s function is to keep of Commerce building. Moving hibit
Some of the outstanding displays
ment committee to be chosen by Defense Act does not insist on the costs $19.45, while Mr. Montana its finger on the campus pulse. pictures of the club’s trips to Ro included
exhibit of ski equip
the board, composed of at least compulsory feature, leaving that pays $24.21. Men, however, spend Howard Questions Coombs land, Idaho, and Mollman pass will ment andanphotographs,
a 12-case
three business men of Missoula to the universities, indicates how $4 each month for extra lunches Howard suggested caps or rib be shown.
insect
collection
by H. Thomas
who are considered somewhat ex little it matters. America is not and dinners; women spend less bons of various colors for each of
Rogers,
painting
by
Bemie
Hoff
perienced in investments, shall be now faced with the possible need than one dollar.
the four classes after questioning
man, son of Professor R. O. Hoff
FINDLEY WITHDRAWS
sought. The board shall act on of 4,000,000 men on short notice Women pay $9.51 for room rent; Bear Paw Walter Coombs on the
man,
and
a
hand-carved
stool
by
such recommendation as the di as to make it impossible to furnish men, $9.56. Dry cleaning and reason for the failure of the green Edythe Findley, Missoula, junior P r o f e s s o r Paul Bischoff with
rectors choose.
the two months’ intense training laundry account for $2.51 in the cap tradition on the campus 10 in the business administration needlework by Mrs. Bischoff.
8. All actions taken by the board equivalent to our Basic Course. If average student’s monthly expense years ago. Coombs laid the failure school and pharmacy school sec
regarding funds of the corporation you reflect for a moment upon our jccount.
to lack of interest and enforce
has withdrawn from school Theta Sigma Phi will have for
shall be fully recorded in the min position internationally, you will Cigarettes cost the women an ment. Clark said he considered retary,
because of ill health. Miss Findley
pledging at 9:30 o’clock Sat
utes of the meeting at which such realize that this is so.
average of 97 cents a month, while the tradition failed because of a expects to resume her studies next mal
urday morning in the journalism
action is taken, with the vote of Do the war-time advantages to men spend $1.57. Magazines and few rebellious individuals and fall.
building.
each member of the board on such the enrollee of the Basic Course reading material other than text suggested the recommendation of
action noted.
| dent opinion uninfluenced by pro
justify the compulsory feature? books annually takes $3.34 of the “more significant traditions.”
9. The board of directors shall Students, your two-year course women’s money as compared with |
Motion Adopted
paganda, Hoag asked for a vote
meet in regular meeting at least won’t even yield you a corporal- the slightly higher men’s bill of | Continued wrangling led to the on the measure, which passed by
once each quarter of the regular ship in time of war, if present $4.35. Men spend six times as dropping of the green cap clause a vote of 20 to 1 in the following
school year and at such other standards are maintained! You much on radios and life insurance. and the unanimous adoption of a form:
510 South Higgins
times as the chairman shall con might be shipped off to war a lit Stamps and telegrams cost stu motion stating:
Whereas, military training is
sider necessary. Notice of such tle sooner if you have already had dents an average of 71 cents a Whereas, Traditions board is compulsory at MSU through fac
A
UNION SHOP
meeting shall be given to each some training. But after about two month; movies, $1.86; dining and attempting to force freshman and ulty dictum, and,
member by the secretary. A ma months intensive drilling, your dancing, $1.75, and 61 cents for sophomore men to refrain from “Whereas, the War department
jority of the voting members, in neighbor that didn’t take the athletic contests. Men pay for two- wearing of cords on the campus nowhere prescribes or recommends
cluding at least two of the three course will be right beside you in thirds of the soft drinks consumed. from Monday through Friday;
compulsory ROTC as a part of na
LAUNDRY SERVICE
non-student members, shall con the trench. If you are interested
“Whereas, this has not been ef tional defense, and,
Student Allowances
stitute a quorum of such meetings. in getting the “advantages” of the The popular parental remark ficient in promoting a unified “Whereas, there is reason to be THAT BRINGS SMILES !
10. The board of directors shall Basic Course, however, voluntary that “it costs more to send girls to spirit among the members of these lieve t h a t a voluntary unit of
Missoula Laundry
delegate authority during the sum ROTC will be open to you.
school than boys” was substan two classes, and has a c t u a l l y ROTC could be successfully main
mer, composed of such members Lastly it is suggested that to tiated by the consumers’ survey aroused resentment against tradi tained at this university, and,
Phone 3118
of the board of directors available make ROTC voluntary at Montana when figures showed the average tions in general and Traditions “Whereas, it is doubtful that
during this period. Such committee State university would be to tqke woman’s income or allowance, board in particular; and
ROTC training has enough value
shall act only on such transactions it out altogether, and that to pre excluding all work, was $50.22, “Whereas, this ruling is not in to justify its being compulsory,
as shall be designated by the board serve the opportunities of military while the boy friend was going to accordance with other traditions and,
When
of directors in the last regular training for those who wish to take school on $47.46 a month.
on this and other campuses, and is “Whereas, we believe there ex
r
C
T)
ROMANCING
meeting of spring quarter.
actually working against the best ists a strong desire in the student
the course means that it must be
Prizes
11. The chairman of the board required of all students. This is a Wahle will receive prizes from interests of the students and of the body for voluntary military train
— or —
of directors shall be the president fallacy. Voluntary units are being the following firms: B & H Jew school.
ing at Montana State university.
of the corporation. The "board successfully maintained in much elry Co., billfold; The Hub, loung “Therefore, be it resolved: That “Therefore, be it resolved: That
DANCING. . .
shall elect a vice-president and a smaller schools than this—at La- ing robe or $10 worth of other the Student-Faculty council go on Student - Faculty council hereby
Smart to Be Old-Fashioned
secretary from the members of the fayette college, at Gettysburg col merchandise; Office Supply Co., record as opposed to this pro recommend that action be taken It’s—With
Curls Piled High
board.
by the university faculty to secure
lege, at Knox, at Pomona, at Wof book of winner’s choice; Missoula posal.”
Meetings When Necessary
ford college, at the University of Mercantile Co., hat; Yandt’s, fitted Roger Hoag, member of the stu the establishment of a’ voluntary A lten’s ® eautg C linic
The chairman shall preside at Wichita, at Western Kentucky case; Allen’s Beauty Shop, X-er- dent committee for voluntary unit of ROTC.”
all meetings of the corporation Teachers’, at Michigan Mines and Vac treatment; Fox-Wilma thea ROTC, rose next to propose a reso The council decided to hold over anh Cfyarnt &l}oppp
and of the board and shall call Rose Polytechnic, besides a score ter, pass to two weeks’ shows; lution to that effect for presenta for consideration at the next meet 114 E. Main Phonos 3185, 8186
meetings when he considers such of other small colleges and even Typewriter Supply Co., automatic tion to’ Central board, which, Hoag ing a motion by John Timm, Inde
necessary. He shall vote only in high schools. Why can’t we have pencil.
said, is considered p u t t i n g the pendent representative of the for
case of a tie. He shall submit a a successful voluntary unit at Miss Holmstrom will receive voluntary-compulsory question to estry school, that the council reo
financial report of the corporation Montana State university?
prizes from the following firms a student vote in the spring elec ommend to Central board that 10
at the regular meeting. He shall We should like to emphasize the B & H Jewelry Co., costume jew tions.
of the 20 ballot counters selected
officially approve all expenditures fact that we are not trying to in elry; Office Supply Co., book of
Resolution Defended
for spring elections be non-Greek
of the board of directors and shall jure ROTC or impair its efficiency, winner’s choice; Allen’s Beauty In the ensuing discussion Hoag, students instead of the two al
be responsible for the execution The War Department would like to Shop, X-er-Vac treatment; Gar supported by fellow-Mavericks lowed under present rules.
of all business transactions of the establish new ROTC units but the den City Floral Co., bouquet or Scott and Purvis, defended the
board. The vice-president shall only way in which this is possible corsage; Mary Moore Shop, $5 points of his resolution. Jo Maury, Patronize Kalinin Advertisers •
preside at meetings in the absence is to cut down the expenses of credit; Fox-Wilma Theater, pass sophomore woman student, told
of the chairman.
other units by making them vol
weeks’ shows; Steele’s Shoe the council that the university’s
The secretary shall keep full and untary. Relatively few students in to two one
pair of shoes, and Type women are as interested in the
complete minutes of all meetings the compulsory units complete Store,
Supply Co., automatic pen question as the men. Claiming his Drew-Streit Co.
of the corporation and of the board their training as possible reserve writer
Loans — Bonds
motion was an expression of stuof directors. He shall be respons officers. Since the cost of main cil.
Real Estate
ible for giving notice of all meet taining the smaller voluntary units
ALUMNA WILL REPRESENT
INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS
ings of the corporation and of the is less, an average of $305 per po Mavericks Plan
UNIVERSITY AT ARIZONA 118 E. Broadway Phone 2776
board. He shall give a copy of the tential reserve officer was expend
minutes of all meetings to Central ed in 1935 in 11 optional units. At
Old
Time
Dance
Mrs.
Edward V. Graybeal of
board, to Store board and to the the same time, the average cost of
Arizona, ’13, has been
president of.the university.
producing one reserve officer in 11 Meeting to Be Saturday N i g h Tucson,
Let us deliver your spe
selected by Dr. George Finlay
STYLE
In event of a vacancy in the compulsory courses, where the
Simmons
to represent the univer
At
University
Church
office of vice-president or secretary total was only 214 more than in
YOUR
HAIR
cial
party and organiza
sity at the inauguration, April 12.
the board shall elect a successor the voluntary units, was $739.
TO
of
Dr.
Alfred
Atkinson
as
presi
tion
orders — any time,
Instruction
in
the
Schottische,
to act in that capacity.
There is reason to believe that
HARMONIZE
12. Except as above provided, voluntary ROTC would improve Rye waltz and Virginia reel will be dent of the University of Arizona
anywhere.
Dr.
Atkinson
is
a
former
president
WITH
YOUR
given
at
the
Maverick
old-time
the by-laws of the corporation our unit at Montana. To force one
COSTUME
may be amended or repealed, or against his will to take ROTC does dance tomorrow night in the Uni of Montana State college at Boze
man.
new by-laws adopted, by a two- not make a good soldier. One’: versity Congregational church.
CALL US
Call 5450 for Appointments
thirds vote of the voting members desire to uphold his government “Last quarter at a small social Mrs. Graybeal is the former
Alice
Mathewson
and
a
sister
of
meeting
interest
shown
in
old-time
MISSOULA
of the board of directors.
may be lessened, even, by forced
Mrs. Norman Streit of Missoula.
Hairdressing Parlor
patriotism. Rather than building dancing was so great that we de Mrs.
Graybeal received her mas
up a strong system of national de cided to have a larger old-time ter’s degree
Missoula Hotel Building
IT FAYS TO LOOK WELL
at
Arizona.
dance
this
quarter,”
Bjome
John
fense by compulsion, the result is
Rainbow Barber and likely
to be a system of national son, Dutton, dance chairman, said.
defense with many weak links—a Bob Douli, Butte, Maverick viceBeauty Parlor
said that students who
136 Higgins Are. Phone 2442 few sullen, definitely anti-militar president,
have paid the Maverick fee at the
Haircutting by Expert and istic young men, who can destroy business
office
should bring their
the morale and efficient co-ordina
Licensed Barbers
PROFESSIONAL
tion of a military unit. That there receipts to the dance and get their
is much better morale in those certificate of membership.
DIRECTORY
Dr.
and
Mrs.
G.
D.
Shallenberger,
corps which are not compulsory is
shown by reports made by the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hertler and
heads of military science depart Carol Wells Cooney are chaperons
Borg Jewelry and
ments where the compulsory fea for the dance, which will start at
Optical Co.
ture has been abolished. Major 8:30 o’clock.
Wood of the University of Wis
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted
consin, who had first opposed the
the change, has recently said:
Dr. E. L. Williams
“Voluntary drill has eliminated
Chiropractor
those students who have an in
Foot Ailments
tense hatred of drill. Our corps is
Masonic
Temple
— Phone 3735
better because of it.”
In Sterilized Bottles Is
Yours for voluntary ROTC,
the Ideal Drink for
Dr. W. H. Pardis
ROGER H. HOAG.

0. K. Barber Shop

G olden G lo
Cream ery,

SMITH’S DRUG
April Is the Right Time to [!1
1
Buy New Furniture

Assure yourself of maximum wear with the new chrome
chairs with smoking set to match.

(Continued from Page One)

Your Party

It’s Sport Oxford
Time Again!

Westerners are sure to have
just the Sport Oxford you
want—at just the price you
| want to pay.
Plain white and two - tone
colors — wing tips, plain and
cap toes — suede and calf
leathers — crepe and leather
I soles. SEE THEM.

*2.95--*5

Every Monday from 3 to 6 o’clock ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER,
during spring quarter the ROTC
battalion marches on the drill field
and the oval. Those interested are
Iinvited to watch the review.

1 SPRING IS HERE!

J

1

Get a New Set of GOODYEAR TIRES With
Lifetime Tire Guarantee

L———— ——1I O.J. MUELLERCO.

Chiropractor

Equipped with X-ray and
Neurocalometer
HAMMOND ARCADE

Dr. A. G. Whaley

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Dr. Florence Spon

Chiropractor
Palmer System — Phone 3562
Neurocalometer Service

Dr. A. E. Ostroot

Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.

